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There is great interest in the development of novel nanomachines that use charge, spin, or energy transport
to enable new sensors with unprecedented measurement capabilities. Electrical and thermal transport in these
mesoscopic systems typically involves wave propagation through a nanoscale geometry such as a quantum
wire. In this paper we present a general theoretical technique to describe wave propagation through a curved
wire of uniform cross section and lying in a plane, but of otherwise arbitrary shape. The method consists of(i)
introducing a local orthogonal coordinate system, the arclength, and two locally perpendicular coordinate axes,
dictated by the shape of the wire;(ii ) rewriting the wave equation of interest in this system;(iii ) identifying an
effective scattering potential caused by the local curvature; and(iv) solving the associated Lippmann-
Schwinger equation for the scattering matrix. We carry out this procedure in detail for the scalar Helmholtz
equation with both hard-wall and stress-free boundary conditions, appropriate for the mesoscopic transport of
electrons and(scalar) phonons. An interesting aspect of the phonon case is that the reflection probability always
vanishes in the long-wavelength limit, allowing a simple perturbative(Born approximation) treatment at low
energies. Our results show that, in contrast to charge transport, curvature only barely suppresses thermal
transport, even for sharply bent wires, at least within the two-dimensional scalar phonon model considered.
Applications to experiments are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new class of nanomachines is attempting to measure
extremely minute amounts of energy, of the order a few neV,
and to use such calorimeters to probe fundamental properties
of thermal conduction in the nanoscale regime.1–5 Similar to
the related case of electrical conduction,6,7 low-temperature
thermal conduction in nanostructures is entirely different
than in macroscopic materials because the phonons are in the
mesoscopic regime, where they scatter elastically but not in-
elastically. Because inelastic scattering is required to estab-
lish thermodynamic equilibrium, there is a breakdown of
Fourier’s law and the heat equation, which assume a local
thermodynamic equilibrium characterized by a spatially
varying temperature profile. These nanodevices have in-
spired considerable theoretical work on thermal transport by
phonons in the mesoscopic limit.8–22

In this paper we introduce a general method to calculate
the scattering matrix for waves propagating through a curved
wire or waveguide. The wire is assumed to be of uniform
cross section and lying in a plane, but the curved segment
may have any smooth curvature profile,23 such as that shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a). The ends of the wire(the “leads”)
are also assumed to be straight. For definiteness we consider
two-dimensional waves described by the scalar Helmholtz
equation

f¹2 + agFsr d = 0, r ; sx,yd s1d

which is appropriate for electrons or scalar phonons in flat
wires with rectangular cross section.24 Here ased;2me /"2

in the case of electrons of energye and massm, whereas
ased;e2/"2v2 in the case of scalar phonons of energye and
bulk sound velocityv. Electron spin is of no importance here

and is neglected. The boundary conditions at the edges of the
wire are

Fsr d = 0 sfor electronsd,

n · ¹ Fsr d = 0 sfor phononsd, s2d

wherensr d is a local outward-pointing normal. Here we have
assumed conventional hard-wall boundary conditions for the
electronic states, but stress-free conditions for the elastic

FIG. 1. (a) An example of the type of two-dimensional curved
wire geometry considered in this paper. The shape of the wire is
used to define local orthogonal coordinatesX and Y, with X the
arclength along one of the edges. The width of the wire isb. (b)
Scattering problem in theXY frame. Here the wire appears straight,
but the curvature induces an effective potentialV that causes
scattering.
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waves because in this case the wires are usually freely sus-
pended.

Although the wave equation in Eq.(1) is certainly simple,
the scattering problem described here is complicated because
the boundary conditions(2) are applied along the curves de-
fining the two edges of the wire. Our approach involves re-
writing Eqs.(1) and (2) in terms of new curvilinear coordi-
natesX andY, dictated by the shape of the wire, such that the
wave equation becomes more complicated(the wire’s curva-
ture produces an effective potential), but the boundary con-
ditions become trivial. We chooseX to be the arclength along
one edge of the wire, andY is locally perpendicular. This
transformation allows us to apply the standard techniques of
scattering theory, including solution of the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation, in theXY frame.

A particularly novel aspect of the phonon transport prob-
lem is that the reflection probability always vanishes in the
long-wavelength limit, permitting an analytic(second-order
Born approximation) treatment at low energies. The energy-
dependent transmission probability is then expressed as a
simple functional of the curvature profileksXd, making pos-
sible a straightforward analysis of a variety of wire shapes.
The fact that long-wavelength phonons have perfect trans-
mission is a consequence of the rigid-body nature of the
underlying system: An elastic wave with infinite wavelength
is just an adiabatic rigid translation of the wire, which must
transmit energy perfectly.

There has been considerable attention given to mesos-
copic electron transport through curved wires and wave
guides,25 but none to thermal transport. Electron transmis-
sion probabilities in curved wires are usually obtained by
mode matching, a method restricted to piecewise separable
geometries(wires composed of straight segments, circles,
and other shapes where the wave equation is separable). A
related problem that has been studied extensively is the for-
mation of electronic bound states and resonances in curved
wires, where the mapping to local curvilinear coordinates is
also often used.25–27 Surprisingly, we are not aware of any
work using moving frames and then directly solving the re-
sulting Lippmann-Schwinger equation in that basis.28 Nor
are we aware of the use of this method in the extensive
microwave engineering literature,29,30 where the(more gen-
erally applicable but purely numerical) finite-element
method is the technique of choice.

In the next section we carry out the above analysis for the
two-dimensional Helmholtz equation. In Sec. III we consider
electron transport through a circular right-angle bend, recov-
ering results obtained by Sols and Macucci31 and by Lin and
Jaffe32 using mode-matching methods. Our main results are
given in Sec. IV, where we address thermal transport through
curved wires. Section V contains a discussion of our conclu-
sions and the experimental implications of this work.

II. APPLICATION TO SCALAR WAVE EQUATION

We now explain our method in detail and apply it to the
scalar scattering problem stated in Eqs.(1) and (2).

A. Curvilinear coordinate system

First we use the shape of the wire to define a curvilinear
coordinate system, the arclengthX along one edge and a

locally perpendicular coordinateY. Which edge one chooses
is of course arbitrary. The direction of increasingY will be
chosen so thatX,Y, and z form a right-handed coordinate
system. Both edges are assumed to be a smooth plane
curves.23

The unit tangent vector

eX ;
dr

dX
=

dx

dX
ex +

dy

dX
ey s3d

and normal

eY ; −
dy

dX
ex +

dx

dX
ey s4d

define local orthonormal basis vectors for theXY frame. The
sign in Eq.(4) is chosen so thateX3eY=ez. We then use the
Frenet-Serret equation

deX

dX
= ksXdeY s5d

to define a signed curvatureksXd of the Y=0 edge. Accord-
ing to this definition,ksXd is positive whenY increases to-
ward the center of curvature. We will also make use of the
metric tensor

g = Fs1 − kYd2 0

0 1
G s6d

in the XY system.

B. Helmholtz equation in curvilinear coordinates

Next we make a coordinate transformation fromr to R
;sX,Yd, and rewrite the wave equation in terms of these
coordinates. A convenient way to do this is to use the identity

¹2 = sdet gd−1/2 ]

] Xi
sdet gd1/2gij

−1 ]

] Xj
. s7d

The Helmholtz equation(1) then becomes

f]X
2 + ]Y

2 − V + agFsRd = 0, s8d

where we have separated the combination]X
2 +]Y

2 from the
many terms that appear on the right-hand side of Eq.(7), and
combined the remaining ones into an effective potentialV.
The potentialV is itself a differential operator; an explicit
expression will be given below. The boundary conditions(2)
are now

FsRd = 0 sfor electronsd,

]YFsRd = 0 sfor phononsd s9d

on the edgesY=0 andY=b, with b the width of the wire. A
scattering stateFsRd becomes fully determined once we
specify its behavior asX→ ±`.

In theXY frame the wire appears straight, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). The scattering potential vanishes in the leads be-
cause the wire is straight there. We are now able to use
conventional scattering theory.
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C. Unperturbed scattering states

The unperturbedsV=0d scattering states for both spinless
electrons and scalar phonons are labeled by three quantum
numberss, n, ande, and can be written in the form

fsnesRd = cnee
sikneXxnsYd, s10d

where

kne ; Îased − snp/bd2 s11d

is the wave number along the wire,

xnsYd ; HÎ2/b sinsnpY/bd for electrons,

Îs2 − dn0d/b cossnpY/bd for phonons
s12d

is a trigonometric function satisfying the transverse boundary
conditions of Eq.(9), and

cne ;
1

Î2p
U ] kne

] e
U1/2

s13d

is a real normalization constant.s is a chirality index, de-
fined by

sH+ 1 if moving in the +X direction

− 1 if moving in the −X direction
, s14d

and n is an integer-valued branch index. The transverse
eigenfunctionsxnsYd are normalized according to

E
0

b

dYxnsYdxn8sYd = dnn8. s15d

The dispersion relation given by Eq.(11) is shown in Fig. 2.
The allowed values of the quantum numberss, n, ande

are as follows: The allowed energies form a continuum, from
emin to `. Here

emin ; 5 "2p2

2mb2 for electrons,

0 for phonons.

s16d

For each value of energy, the branch index takes the values
in a setS of integers defined by

S; H1,2, . . . ,N for electrons,

0,1,2, . . . ,N for phonons,
s17d

where

Nsed ; o
n=0

`

QFased −
n2p2

b2 G − 1, s18d

with Qsxd the unit step function. For electrons,N is the num-
ber of propagating channels below energye, whereas for
phonons the number of propagating channels isN+1. Fi-
nally, for each allowed value ofe and n, s takes on the
values ±1.

The free scattering states satisfy the orthonormality and
completeness conditions

E d2Rfsne
* sRdfs8n8e8sRd = dss8dnn8dse − e8d s19d

and

E
emin

`

de o
s=±1

o
nPS

fsne
* sRdfsnesR8d = dsR − R8d, s20d

wheren takes the values given in Eq.(17).

D. Effective potential

The terms]X
2 +]Y

2 have been separated out from the right-
hand side of Eq.(7) so that the eigenfunctionsFsRd reduce
to that of a straight wire whenV=0. Accordingly, the effec-
tive potential is given by

V =
k2Y2 − 2kY

s1 − kYd2 ]X
2 −

k8Y

s1 − kYd3]X +
k

1 − kY
]Y. s21d

There will be no singularities inV as long as

− ` , kb , 1. s22d

The condition(22) guarantees that both theY=0 andY=b
edges of the wire are smooth.

In applications where the radius of curvatureuku−1 is much
larger thanb, Eq. (21) can be simplified. To leading order in
kb the effective potential reduces to

V = − 2kY]X
2 − k8Ys1 + 3kYd]X + k]Y. s23d

E. Lippmann-Schwinger equation

The scattering problem in theXY frame can be solved by
standard methods. The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for an
eigenfunctionFsRd with (electron or phonon) energye is

FIG. 2. Dispersion relation for unperturbed scattering states, for
both spinless electrons and scalar phonons.a is equal to 2me /"2 in
the case of electrons, ore2/"2v2 in the case of phonons.s is 1 on
the right half of the figure, and −1 on the left.b is the wire width.
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FsRd = finsRd +E d2R8G0sR,R8,edVFsR8d, s24d

where finsRd is a free scattering state coming in from the
left, and whereG0sR ,R8 ,ed is the Green’s function for the
unperturbed Helmholtz equation, satisfying

f]X
2 + ]Y

2 + asedgG0sR,R8,ed = dsR − R8d, s25d

along with the boundary condition thatG0sR ,R8 ,ed vanishes
asuX−X8 u →`. The Lippmann-Schwinger equation gives the
solution of Eq.(8) subject to the condition thatFsRd reduces
to the incident statefinsRd whenX→−`.

The unperturbed Green’s function for both electrons and
phonons is

G0sR,R8,ed = −
i

2o
n=0

`
xnsYdxnsY8d

kne

eikneuX−X8u. s26d

We note that the summation in Eq.(26) is not restricted to
the values given in Eq.(17). In particular, off-shell values of
kne are included. Furthermore, in the electron case then=0
term in the summation vanishes, because the transverse
eigenfunctionx0sYd vanishes.

We will also need to write Eq.(24) in the alternative form

FsRd = finsRd +E d2R8GsR,R8,edVfinsR8d, s27d

whereGsR ,R8 ,ed is the Green’s function of theperturbed
Helmholtz equation, satisfying

GsR,R8,ed = G0sR,R8,ed

+E d2R9G0sR,R9,edVGsR9,R8,ed. s28d

F. Transmission probability

The transmission coefficient matrixtnn8sed gives the prob-
ability amplitude for a right-moving electron or phonon to
forward scatter from branchn to branchn8 at energye. We
definetnn8sed to be zero if one or both branches have minima
abovee.

We can obtain a formal expression fortnn8sed by writing
the X→` limit of the unperturbed Green’s function as

G0sR,R8,ed → −
i

2o
nPS

fRnesRdfRne
* sR8d

knecne
2 , s29d

where the subscriptsR denote right-movingss= +1d waves.
The summation in Eq.(29) is now restricted tonøN because
the higher lying contributions are exponentially small in the
X→` limit. Then from Eqs.(24) and (29) we obtain

lim
X→`

FsRd = fRnie
sRd −

i

2o
nPS

kfRneuVuFl
knecne

2 fRnesRd, s30d

where the incoming right-moving wave is assumed to be in
channelni. Therefore we conclude that

lim
X→−`

F = fRnie
s31d

and

lim
X→`

F = o
nPS

tnin
sedfRne, s32d

where

tnn8sed ; dnn8 −
i

2

kfRn8euVuFl

kn8ecn8e
2 s33d

is the amplitude for an incident wavesR,n,ed to forward-
scatter tosR,n8 ,ed. tnn8sed is called the transmission matrix.

We emphasize that for the case of electron transport,tsed
is anN3N matrix, whereN varies with energy as indicated
in Eq. (18). For phonons,tsed is N+1 dimensional.

The expectation value in Eq.(33) involves the exact scat-
tering stateF with boundary condition corresponding to an
incident statesR,n,vd. Using Eq.(27) we write this as

kfRn8euVuFl = kfRn8euVufRnel

+E fRn8e
* sRdVRGsR,R8,edVR8fRnesR8d,

s34d

whereVR andVR8 act onR andR8, respectively. The numeri-
cal method we use consists of expressing Eq.(28) in a basis
of unperturbed scattering states, solving this equation by ma-
trix inversion, and using Eq.(34) to obtain the transmission
matrix in Eq.(33).

Finally, we define the energy-dependent transmission
probabilitiesTel and Tph for electrons and phonons that de-
termine the electrical and thermal currents. For electrons, the
relevant quantity is the ratio of transmitted to incident charge
current, given by

Telsed = o
n,n8=1

N

utnn8u
2 = Tr t†t. s35d

For thermal transport by phonons, the relevant quantity is the
fraction of transmitted energy current,11 given by

Tphsed = o
n,n8=0

N vn8

vn
utnn8u

2, s36d

wherevnsed is the phonongroupvelocity in the straight wire,
which can be written as"v2kne /e. Because the bulk sound
velocity v is a constant here, and the scattering is elastic, we
can equivalently write Eq.(36) as

Tphsed = o
n,n8=0

N kn8e

kne

utnn8u
2, s37d

with the kne given by Eq.(11).

G. Landauer formula

The charge currentI and linear conductance
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G ; lim
V→0

I

V
s38d

are related to the electron transmission probabilityTelsed
through the Landauer formula6,7

I =
e

2p"
E

0

`

deTelsedfnF
mlsed − nF

mrsedg. s39d

HerenF
mlsed andnF

mrsed are the Fermi distribution functions in
the left sld and right srd leads, with chemical potentialsml

andmr differing in proportion to the applied voltageV=sml

−mrd /e.
Similarly, the thermal currentI th and conductance

Gth ; lim
DT→0

I th

DT
s40d

are determined by the phonon transmission probability
Tphsed according to9–11

I th =
1

2p"
E

0

`

de e TphsedfnB
Tlsed − nB

Trsedg. s41d

nB
Tlsed and nB

Trsed are Bose distribution functions in the left
and right leads, with temperaturesTl andTr.

III. ELECTRON TRANSPORT

We turn now to an application of our method to coherent
electron transport through a circular right-angle bend with
outer radiusR and widthb. In this case the curvature profile
is

ksXd =
1

R
QsXdQSpR

2
− XD , s42d

whereQ is the unit step function. The origin of theX coor-
dinate is taken to be one of the locations where the straight
and curved sections of the wire meet.

As explained above, the numerical method we use to cal-
culatetnn8sed requires the matrix elementskfsneuVufs8n8e8l of
the effective potential(21) in the unperturbed scattering
states(10). However, matrix elements of the second term in
Eq. (21), which contain the curvature gradient

k8sXd =
1

R
FdsXd − dSX −

pR

2
DG , s43d

involves integrals of a delta functiond times functionsFsQd
of Q. Integrals of this form, involving products of general-
ized functions, have to be evaluated carefully, as we show in
Appendix A. Apart from this technicality, the application of
our method to this geometry is straightforward.

Mesoscopic charge transport through bent wires has al-
ready been studied extensively,25 and we will only consider
one case of this, namely,R=1.2b. First we calculate the in-
dividual electron transmission probabilitiesutnn8sedu2 from
Eq. (33) for the lowest few channelsn andn8. The results are
given in Fig. 3 and are in excellent agreement with the
mode-matching results of Sols and Macucci31 for the same

value ofR/b [see Fig. 2(a) of Ref. 31]. Our result forut11sedu2
also agrees qualitatively with that calculated by Lin and
Jaffe32 for a right-angle bend with a slightly larger curvature-
(see Fig. 8 of Ref. 32).

The total electron transmission probabilityTelsed, defined
in Eq. (35), is presented in Fig. 4 for the same curved wire.
At energies given by

e = n2Del with n = 1,2,3, . . . , s44d

whereDel;p2"2/2mb2, additional channels in the wire be-
come propagating and contribute to the transmission prob-
ability. The threshold energies(44) follows from Eq. (11)
and Fig. 2. The principal effect of the curvature in the wire is
to soften the transitions at these thresholds.

IV. PHONON TRANSPORT

We turn now to the main emphasis of our work, the cal-
culation of transmission probabilities for two-dimensional
scalar phonons with energye="v and(bulk) sound velocity
v to propagate through curved wires. We are not aware of
any previous work on this problem.

FIG. 3. Individual electron transmission probabilitiesutnn8u
2 as a

function of energy for a circular right-angle bend withR/b=1.20.
HereDel;p2"2/2mb2.

FIG. 4. Total electron transmission probabilityTel. System pa-
rameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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As before, we consider a circular right-angle bend with
outer radiusR and widthb, with curvature profile given by
Eq. (42). The method of solution is the same as that outlined
in Sec. III and Appendix A, except that the transverse parts
of the unperturbed scattering states, defined in Eq.(12), are
now different.

In Fig. 5 we give the individual phonon transmission
probabilities utnn8sedu2, defined in Eq.(33), for the lowest
channels in a smoothly bent wire withR=2b. In Fig. 6 we do
the same for a more tightly bent wire, withR=1.001b (inner
radius is 10−3b). At energies given by

e = nDel with n = 1,2,3, . . . , s45d

whereDph;p"v /b, additional channels in the wire become
propagating and contribute to thermal transport.

In both examples, transmission is nearly perfect in the
low-energy limit,e,Dph limit, where there is only a single
propagating channel. At higher energies, scattering does oc-
cur. However it is mostly in the forward direction, and the
fraction of transmitted energyTphsed, defined in Eq.(36), is
essentially unchanged from that of a straight wire.

In Fig. 7 we plot the thermal conductanceGth in units of
the “quantum” of thermal conductance

Gq ;
pkB

2T

6"
< 0.95T pW K−2, s46d

for a curved wire of widthb=100 nm and outer radiusR
=1.001b. The scalar phonon velocity is taken to bev=8.5
3105 cm s−1, the longitudinal sound speed in Si. The ther-
mal transport is hardly affected by the curvature in the wire,
as can be seen in Fig. 8, which compares an expanded plot of
Gth/Gq to that for a straight wire. The greatest suppression
occurs near 200 mK and is only about 0.5% of the thermal
conductance quantum.

It is physically unrealistic to consider a 100 nm wire bent
more sharply thanR=1.001b, because the inner radius of
0.10 nm in this case is already approaching atomic dimen-
sions. However, for a wire of widthb=10 mm and the same

FIG. 5. Individual phonon transmission probabilitiesutnn8u
2 as a

function of energy for a circular right-angle bend withR=2b. Here
Dph;p"v /b.

FIG. 6. Individual phonon transmission probabilitiesutnn8u
2 as a

function of energy for a circular right-angle bend withR=1.001b.

FIG. 7. Dimensionless thermal conductanceGth/Gq as a func-
tion of temperature, for a 100 nm curved Si-like quantum wire, with
outer radiusR=1.001b. HereGq;pkB

2T/6", which is itself linearly
proportional to temperature.

FIG. 8. The solid curve is the same as Fig. 7. Dashed curve is
the dimensionless thermal conductance for a straight Si-like wire
with b=100 nm. Thermal transport is hardly suppressed by the
bending.
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inner radius of curvature, we haveR=1.00001b, the trans-
mission probabilities for which are shown in Fig. 9. The
transmission probabilities whenR=1.00001b are similar to
that for R=1.001b, shown previously in Fig. 6, as is the
thermal conductance. We find in that in a 10mm Si-like
quantum wire withR=1.00001b, the greatest suppression in
Gth occurs near 2 mK and is again only about 0.5% of the
conductance quantum in magnitude.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a general method to calculate the
transmission of scalar waves appropriate for mesoscopic
electron and phonon transport through a curved wire or
waveguide. Applications to electron transport accurately re-
produce results obtained by other methods. Phonon transport
through curved wires is considered.

Our results demonstrate that curvature hardly suppresses
thermal transport, even for sharply bent wires, at least within
the two-dimensional scalar phonon model considered. This
behavior can, to some extent, be understood by considering
transport in the extreme long- and short-wavelength limits.
In the long-wavelength, low-energy limit,Tph→1, a conse-
quence of the rigid-body nature of the wire.Tph also ap-
proaches unity for short wavelengths, because in this limit
the phonons cannot sense the curvature.

Because the phonon reflection probability always van-
ishes in the long-wavelength limit, a simple perturbative
(Born approximation) treatment is posssible at low energies.
For example, the energy-dependentn=0 transmission prob-
ability is

ut00u2 = 1 − ur00u2, s47d

where, to leading nontrivial order,

r00 = −
i"v
2eb

E d2Rd2R8eieX/"vVR G0sR,R8,edVR8e
ieX8/"v.

s48d

VR andVR8 act onR andR8, respectively. This result allows
the low-temperature thermal transport though a variety of

wire shapes to be addressed quite simply. Although an analo-
gous perturbative expression can be derived for the elec-
tronic transmission probability as well, the form of the trans-
verse partxn of the unperturbed scattering states, as dictated
by the hard-wall boundary conditions, then leads to a diver-
gencein the Born series,33 consistent with the fact thatTel
→0 in the long-wavelength limit.

We conclude with a brief discussion of the experimental
implications of our mesoscopic thermal transport results, the
charge-trasport case having already been discussed in the
literature.25,34 Thermal transport in carbon nanotubes has
been studied experimentally by several groups,35–37 and
nanotubes would be interesting systems to use to investigate
the effects of bending on transport. To apply our method of
analysis to this system would require the consideration of
scattering of elastic waves in a curved, hollow tube. Al-
though they were obtained for scalar phonons in two-
dimensional strips, our results do suggest that the effects of
curvature will be small, if not completely negligible, in these
systems.
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APPENDIX: INTEGRALS INVOLVING PRODUCTS OF
DIRAC DELTA FUNCTIONS AND STEP FUNCTIONS

Here we discuss integrals of the form

E
−`

`

dx FfQsxdgdsxd, sA1d

whereF is twice continuously differentiable, andQsxd and
dsxd are the unit step and Dirac delta functions, respectively.
Integrals of the form(A1), which involveproductsof gener-
alized functions, depend sensitively on howQsxd and dsxd
are defined. It will be necessary to defineQsxd and dsxd
according to their appearance in this work.

The step functionQsxd appearing in Eq.(A1) originated
from the curvature profile of Eq.(42) used to describe a
circular segment of wire connected to a straight lead, and the
delta function comes from its derivative with respect to
arclength in Eq.(43), which is required by the effective po-
tentialV of Eq. (21). Therefore we requireQsxd to be smooth
(on some microscopic scale) and continuous, anddsxd to be
related to it by

d

dx
Qsxd = dsxd. sA2d

We also require, of course, that

FIG. 9. Individual phonon transmission probabilitiesutnn8u
2 as a

function of energy for a circular right-angle bend withR
=1.00001b.
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lim
x→−`

Qsxd = 0 and lim
x→`

Qsxd = 1. sA3d

The precise shape ofQsxd nearx=0 is immaterial, but with
no loss of generality we can require thatQs0d= 1

2.
Integrals of the form(A1) are now well defined. For ex-

ample,

E
−`

`

dxQsxddsxd = 1
2 , sA4d

as expected, but

E
−`

`

dxfQsxdg2dsxd = 1
3 , sA5d

instead of 1
4. These results are obtained by integrating by

parts and using the behavior ofQsxd as x→ ±`, not by
evaluatingQs0d and fQs0dg2. More generally,

E
−`

`

dxfQsxdgndsxd =
1

n + 1
sfor n . 0d sA6d

which is different from the naive value offQs0dgn= s 1
2

dn, un-
lessn=1.

The reason why

E
−`

`

dxFfQsxdgdsxd Þ FfQs0dg sA7d

in some of these examples is because the delta function is
distributed over a small but finite region ofx, whereasQsxd
and FfQsxdg are generallynot slowly varying over that
length scale. We conclude, therefore, that integrals of the
form (A1) appearing in the evaluation of matrix elements of
V, have to be evaluated using integration-by-parts(or with an
equivalent method).
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